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.ORIGINS OF CONTEMPORARY FEMINISM:
SOURCE OF DIFFICULTY FOR THE EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT*

"Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied or abrid

by the United States or by'any State on.account of sex." These twenty-

four words constitute the text of the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA), a

proposed amendment to the ConstitAtion that generated considerable de-

bate in the United States. First introduced intO Congress in 1923, the

amendment did not pass bath houses of Congress until 1972. After an ex-

tension of the initial deadline, June 30, 1982 was set as the deaglline

for ratification by three-fourths or thirty-eight of the fifty states.

By that date, however, the ERA still was three states short of passage;

thus it died withoul becoming part of the Constitution.

The failure of the Equal Rights Amendment provides the opportunity

to study and critically evaluate the strategies of the women's movement

itsyffort's to sqcure passage of the ERA. One starting point for assess-
,

ing and understanding Ois failure is the origins of contemporary feminism

as a social movement. In other words, what we can learn by studying the

various groups which emerged to form the women's movement, the choices they

made about the way to present issues and reach audiences generally, and ,

the specific place accorded the Equal Rights Amendment in this ovall

scheme? To date, a systematic examination of this type has not been ton-

ducted. The va)ue of such an examination is obOdus becauSe current ERA

campaigni clearly are basedin,the attitudes and,assumptions that the

early women's movement made about the amendment. By looking at the emergence

phaseland the role of th6 Equal Rights AmendmenVn it, perhaps we better

can understand the ERA's failure. This information Can be useful not
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only to participants in the women's movement, but to social movement cri-

tics, interested in the str4egies a movement uss to achieve-its aims,

the obstacles to such success, and the overall functioning of a social

movement.
,N\

Because this analysis will be limited to the emergence phase of

the women's movement, the 'parameters Of thiS phas'e first must be estab-

Jished. I am defining "emergence phase" as the period from.the fOrlilation

of the National:Organization for Women (NOW) in 1966 through the end of

1970. I set 1970 as the end of this phase because several factors suggest

that 1971 represented the beginning of a second: leTitimation phase: (1)

FolloWing the highly successful "Strike for Equality" on August 26, 1970;

the press showed signs of dealing seriously with the women's movement;
2

,
(2) the National Organization'for Women recognized lesbianism as a legi-'

timate feminist concern, indicating that unpOpular'Ossues no longer were

feared as endangering ,the movement's survival; (3) the first issue of Ms.,

.magazine, achighly commercial, national feminist publication, appeared

in January 197k, evidence of a substantial public for feminist views;

and fil) the Equal Rights Amendment passed the House of Representatives in

August 1971, to be followed by Senate Passage in Marchs. 1972. The ERA

previously had not passed both houses of Congress, although it first was

introduced in 1923 (Stimpson, 1972:xiii). Its paSsage suggested that the

movement was strong enough.to accomplish major goals. This cluster of

events, then, suggested that by '1971, feminism had entered a stable, if

not wh011y institutionalized phase, and had be-come accepted as a legiti-

mate social movement, even by those still unable or unwilling to accept

many of the movement's ideas.

f



I have sel4ted three feminist organizations to represent the va-
. 4

3

rious thrusts of the movement during its emergence phase--Women's EqlAty 4

Action League (WEAL), tHe National Organization for Women (NOW), and The

Feminists., These groups were chosen because they seene to represent the!

conseriatiVe, moderate, and radical "positions within the women!s movement

reipectively. The decision to deal with,three groups from the 'Nctrum of

feminist pc;gitions allowed for the r.e resentation, in a sense, of every

'group, and at the same time,made feast

as a whole.

.- To understand the approach orthe women's ovement fn regard to the

a survey of the emergence phasei

Equal Rights Amendment, I firstINill describe the o igins af each group

and.the fundamental substantitl differences among them. Specifically, I

wilt distinguish each group's view of the enemy orl major bbstacle'to be

confronted, its central goal, and its ideal vision or blueprint for the

future. I then will look at the types of material or diLo rse each group

generate , the audience for which this discourse was intended, d the

amoun 6f coverage given fto'the.Equal Rights Amenament in this dis ourse:
3

Following this examination of these groups, I will offer some ye ral ex- 11,

planations that might 'account for .the lack.of success of the A.

The Content of the Discourse

.4

The Nationl Organization for Women

The idea for the Natiobal Organization for Women was bornlin June,

1966 at a Conference of Governors' Commigsions on the Status of Women,

held in Washington, D. C. General discontent was evident amoeg the women,

who were frustrated about the government's lack of initialive in establishing

and enforciftg laws and programs to upgrade women's status.
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Betty Friedan, who was to become a major figure in NOWs incep-

tion, was present at the onference, interviewing government Ificials and

conference delegates for a book aboufkwomen and employment. She found

-herself increasingly encouraged to initiate a Obn-governmental, actiob-

oriented organization for women--not only by those at the conference, but

by reabers responding to her earlier book, The Feminine Mystique, as well.

. As she herself explained: "I had personally been asked hundreds of times,

'why doesn't someone'stert a kind of NatiOnal Association for the Advance-

ment of Coloured [sic] People for women' (Friedan, 1967:4).
1

Following a speech on the unfinished business of women's equality

by,Kay, Clarenback, head of the Wisconsin's Governor's Commission, Frieden

-.invited some interested women to her hotel lroom to explore the kIssibility

of etarting a new organization for women. These women decided to present

a resolution to the conference calling for enforcalent of Title VII by

the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission; such a step perhaps would

eliminete the need for an.outside organilation. When told, however, that

the conference was not allowed to take any kind of action and, therefore,

thdt the resolution could not be presented, the women were convinced that

a new women's organization was needed. Each woman contributed.five dol-

.

lars, Friedan suggested the name, and Kay Clarenback agreed to serve as

acting chairperson. With 300 diarter members, NOW heleits incorporating

conference in Washington, D. C. on October 29-30, 1966, at which Fr/edan'

was elected to serve as the organization's first president.

.MajOr OBstacle

NOW clearly Specified sex discrimination as the enemy to be over-

come before full equality for women could be achieved. A major rationale

war

6
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for organizing, in fact, was to combat discrimination:. "We organize

to . . . break through fhe sellken'curtain of prejudice and discrimination

against WoMen" (NOW, 1966:1). Oter in the Statement of Parpose,.women

are referred to as "victims of discrimination" (NOW; 1966:1). In addi-

tion, a NOW brochure focused on discrimiriatjon by asking such questions

, as, "Isn't it time to balance the teeter-totter of Opportunity . . . to

eliminate sex discrimination so youed4ghter h'as an equal chance" (Nal,

n.d.)? At the same time, discrimination was not seen as unconquerable:

"Today, our society discriminates against women. But, that can change/

Tomorrow . . . the world can beAfree of sexist prejudice. If we do solve!

thirig about it NOW" (NOW, n.d.).

Central Goal '

NOW's major goal followed logically from its identification of

sex discrimination as the enemy. Its goal was to reform the legislative

status of women and to change the attitudes behind the social structure.

The ;legal system betame amajor terget of attack'because of its pervasive-

ness and strength: "We believe.that the power of American law,;and the

protection guaranteed by the U. S. Constitution to the civil rights of #

all individuals, must be effectively
nv applied"Vd-enforced to isolate and

remove patterns of sex discrimination" (NOW, 1966:1)'. Thus, NOW dedicated

itself to enforcing, changing, or removing.existing laws that discrimina-

ted against women, as well as to legislating additional guaroantees of

equality.

t despite its attacks on-current social and legal structures,

NOW did not advocate.their
abolttion. or total overthrow, but essentially

,

supported the existirlg system. Government and industry,.for tnstante,
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were asked to use their influence to improve women's status: "We urge

American government and industry to mobilizeithe same resources of ingenuity,-

and command with which they have solved problems of far greater difficulty .

than ihose now impeding the prOgress of women"'(NOW, 1966:2). Other state-

ments su4gested more specifically NOW's desire to see women as active parti-

cipant's in the existing social system: "The purpose of NOW is to take ac-

tion to bring women.into full participation in the mainstream of American

society now" (NOW, 1966f1)'.

But NOW alo believed that changes in the social-political struc.-

ture had to be accompanied by changes in current conceptiOns of women.

Pius, NOW asked for a consideration, questioning, and eventual reSection

of inaccurate attitudes about woman. NOW specified major aredi Wwhich

attitudes toward women,were particularly degrading: "We will protest, and

endeavor to-change, the false image of women nOw prevalent'M the mass

media, and in the texts, cetemonies, laws, and practices of our major,so-

. cial institutions. tSuch images perpetuate contempt for.women by society

and by institutions" (NOW, 1966:2). NOW, then, attempted to reform so-

ciety by working withinsinstitutionalized avenues available for change.

Blueprint for the Future

The ideal state of society, as deScribed by NOW's discourse, is

one of total equality. This ideal was Summarized in the conclusion to

NOW?s-Statement of Purpose: "To win for women the final right to befully

A

free and equal human beings" (NOW, 1966:2). NOW believed that the parti-

cipation of both sexes was needed forpuality to be realized; thus NOW

was created to be "a w rkin§ group of women and men concerned . . . .abbut':

equality for all h %beings, male and female" (NOW, n.d.). Women.

.1



were encouraged to join with men, not set themselves apart or demand su-

,

periority, in order to achieve "a ful)y equal partnership of the sexes"

(NOW, 1966:1): .frequent repetition.of the term "partnership" sug-

gests the major place NOW accorded,,the concept of a male-female team.

The composite picturethat emerges of NOW, then, was of a moderate,

reformist, group interested not in alienating men but in joining with

them in the mainstream of society. adical change was not seen as neces-

sary, for if traditicinal channels we e used effectively, legal as well

asyattitude change would result. As the first major national organiza-
.

tiOn concetned with civil rights for women, NOW offered breadth in terms

of platform as well as moderation, both of which were designed to'appeal

to a large, general public.

The Feminists

In t4,1 fall of 1968, an eight-member by-laws committee of NOW,

including WGrace Atkinson, president of the New-York chapter, proposed

the elimination of all NOW offices. The comditt commended that the

organization opei?k.e,by means of committees, with he chair chosen by
--",---.*

lot from the general membership. T is form o organization, according .

to the initiators of the proposal, would be a step toward removal of NOW's

pyramidal structure in which power filtered down from the top, a system

characteristic of the male-run social order. When the committee discovered,

however, that NOW would lose its tax-exempt statuS if the national struc-

ture differed from that of the iocal chapters (Alexander and Fox, 1968),

the propos74' was amended to,keep the basic structure intact but to rotate

frequently the slate of executive officers in order to increase the num-
,

ber of members serticipating in decision-making. .
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On October 17, 1968, the New York chapter met and (ioted on the

suggested evisions;.the proposal was defeated by a vote of twa-to-one.

Following the vote, Atkinson handed in her resignation from NOW, explaiming:

I am resigning my office because, aften last night as the final,

proof, I realize that by holding this office I am participiting
d

in oppression itself. You cannot destroy oppression by filling the ,

position of the appresor. I don't think you can 'fight oppressioa

"from the inside." You 'Other are 90 the inside or the outside :

jTh

and you fill one ofthose two ranksby your presence. Since I'

, have failed to get rid of the power position I hold, I have no

choice but.to step out of it (Atkinson, 1974:10).

Atkinson instigated the 'fordation of a new group initially composed of

the NOW members who disliked the hierarchical syftem. Although first

\

called the October 1.7.:h Movement, after the.day of the split, the group

Oanged its nanie to The Feminists in June, 1969 (Hole and Levine, 1971:

*143).

+Major Obstacle
,$

,

For The Feminists, the antagonist t be confronted and overcome

was man with his oppressive institutions, values, and class-oriented

\*.

ciety:
\

'Right now' we are.living in a male universe. The Male defines the terms

of our existence, the limits of our growth. . . . He interprets the

world,to us and tries to eerthat we don't get at it directly. He

has done everything necess ry to undermine vr individuality and

10



contaminate us, with his TRUTHS (Kearon, 1969:1).,

9

This enemy was seen as extremely poWerful: ,"The male has had a'protracted

reign of power . . .
his instituticins grind on automatically" (Knron,

1 4
6

.1969:2): The strength and dominance of men, then, became the rationale

for The Feminists' policies of separatism. As ong example, no mote than
. a

one-thitd ofthe groups members could be married or living With a.man.,

.

For The Feminists, the difficulty many women 'have in rejlOting coatact

with men Only suggested the severity of :their oppression:, -"T4 st
.

ant-r-male -.feminists, Who hold . . . that all men .are the enem.S1,-dan still

- be seen Walking down the street hand.in hand with this very-eneMy.'! (Atkin-

4

son, 1974:91)!,

Central Goal

The Feminists' major goa'l was retiolutioh "The Feminisfs was cre-

ated to effeCt a revolution. We waht to change the world" (The Feenists,

n.d.:4). The Feminists believed that the development of feMinist the661
4 '

was the first step toward achieving-Ins doal. According' te.The Feminists,

many women's groups ignored the need for theoretical investigation and,

111.

as a result, their actions rarely wer .coordinated "so-as to.disclose more

effectively the nature of male expioi ion in all its interconnections"

(The Feminists, h.d.:7).

The goal 'of thedry building was accompanied by an equally strong"

anphasis on a.,ction. The group refused to elect permanent officers, for

instance,.in order to implement'an egalitarian structure within the group.

They also developed a disc system to ftotect against the uncOnsc.ious

emergence of natural leaders. In its public activities, too, The Feminists'



- remained consistent with its theoretical princjples. It.protested agairtgt

the basic instihrtions of society, all of.which were Seen as male-oriented

and therefore oppressive. One example was its protest at the New York

Marriage iLcense Bureau against the institution of marriage (Grimstad and

. I

Rennie, 1973:209). Bx stressing the need for action based on theory,

then, The Feminists hoped to bring about revolutionary changes in the exist-

/

ing social structure.

elueprint for the Futose

l'Iminists 'specified equality 'as the outcome of the revolution

if it were achieved in its ideal form: "EqUality.amon all human beings

is, for us, 6oth'a premise and'a goal" (The reminists, Recogniz-.
-

ing the existenqe of similar pote 1 within everyone, he implementation

of equality became a means for vercoming the deficiencies and distortions

in women's education, as well a's for removing the oppressors from their

current position of dominance: ."Organized on the basis of equality, we

will offer the alternative for the future society" .(The Feminists, n.d.:5).

The Feminists, then, chose to focus onthe deie1opment of theory

ifollowed by consistent, sustained activity in order to implement a revolu-.
4

tion. The group saw itself as distindtive within the women's movement be-

, 1. ,
cause (1) it put theory into practice, and (2) it totally rejected the male

point of view.. They believed women had to be separatists,.in the beglnning

at least, because feminism still succumbed too easiiy 4nd unconscio sly to

male power values. Atkinson summarizeci the group's position: "I see he

.
pro lem of women from the woman's point of view. Women who empathize with

4

the ale role, that iS, women who gralOp the male point of view more than

'momentarily, are not feminists" (Atki<n, 1974:25). The Feminists saw -
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1 1

A.

al.1 other -groups' as accepting the very values women had to deny and over-
.

-A cane; sucfi groups becanie shallow, superficial mdckeries of 'women ,as a po-
,

litical class.

Women's Equity Action League

A group of prOfessional women in Cleveland, Ohio,, who were con-

sidering forming a NOW chgpter, found themselves in opposition to NOW's

increasingly liberal 5tances on abortion and child care.. They also felt

a need for lie acy arid responsible^action in the women's movement in

order to combat the mil itaot image that had eyblved. The, resul t was a

new organization cal Ted Wallen's Equity Action League* (WEAL), which was

incorporated on November 1, 1968, under the, directio0of an att6rney,

Elizabeth Boyer. .4WEAL generally had a more marrow focus than NOW , end

concentrated on educational and employment practices as the primary sys-
..

iems which discriminated against wont. WEAL believed that laws would

be the ul timate souree of attitude change toward 'wOmen--Le. , employers

\

for example, would be more wili ing tb accept women in executive posit ions

if federal, state, and focal 'laws favored the equal treatment of women in--

employment practices.

WEAL also wai proud of the fact.that it worked quiety within the

system to improve the status of women through education, legislation, and

litigation. The organization purposely engaged in sanctipned 'tactics.for

change such as study projects, legal actions, lobbying, and the dissemina-

tion of information about womeri, so as not to offend or alienate the more

conservative women and men who'might be interested in women's equality.

Demonstrations and picketing we re discouraged as undiplomatic means that

attract attention but which in the .end.hinder rather than help the
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movement. Thus WEAL sought to work within the system to change the vs-

:4, tem, hoping) to gain the respect of society at largely offering _a construc-'

tive image of the women's movement.

Major Obstacle

Sex discrimination emerged as 41e enemy in the way of women's

equality, according to WEAL's ideology. One of WEAL's brochures emPha-

. sized this 'obstacle:

"Discrimination based on sex is just as real as.discrimination

based on race or religion or color or natienal origin and just

as,unlawful under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

Yet it is so deeply embedded in the American way of life and the

American way of busineis that few people recognize it as dlscrimination

amd fewer still understand that it iS illegal" (WEAL, n.d.).

Discrimination also was listed early in WEAL's purpose clause--"to press

for full enforcement of existing antidiscriminatory laws in behalf of

women, to seek correction of de facto discrimination against women"

indicating its primary place among the group's goals (WEAL, n.d.).

Central 'Gcral

"Responsible 'rebellion" wa-s the ultimate aim designated in WEAL's

literature: "Rebellion is inevitable, and WEAL stands for responsible

rebellion" (WEAL, n.dj. That this end was cänsistent with WEAL's con-

'servative nature becomes evident if the terms "rebellion" and "revolution"

are compared. Whiie revolution accomplishes radicil alterations in a

system or social condition, and more often than not involves a sudden

overthrow of that systeal a rebellion is more gradual and less drastic.:
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it is an up'rising.or organized opposition intended to change an exjsting

A

government or ruling authority. 'Thus WEAL, in contrast,to The Feminists,

sought to avoid involvement in any radical confrontations and worked in-

yeaakeliTtin established charinels to achieve graduaA change..

Blueprint for the Futurie

WEAL described the end result of its responsible rebellion as "real

dignjty." The group saw this dignity 'as characterizing not only women

but all human beings: "it is only natural that women--along with other

groups of human beings--should now ieek equalities that will permit them

to live with real dignity in contemporary American society" (AL, n.d.).

WEAL attributed the lack of such,dignity to wbmen's low economic position: -

"As.with almost any basic issue, this real dignity for women has economic

implications" (WEAL, n.d.). WEAL, then, sew itself is playing a signifi-

cant role in the attainment of human dignity by providing a place where

women could participate in firm yet diplomatic activity.

The Form of.the Discourse

After determining the differences in content among NOW, WEAL, and

The Feminists, I turned to the forms of their discourse. To begin, I

placed each piece of discourse from the"three.groups into one of seven

ca;tegories: .
brochures, general releases,.letters and memos, conference

reports, news releases, speeches, and essays: This listribution is listed

in Table 1.

The type of audience for which the discourse was intended--general

public, specific public, general membership, group leaders--also was de-

termined. The category "general public:1 was used to indicate those documents

1 ti



Table 1

'Distribution oT Discourse

\14

,

NOW

Brochures, 6 ( 4.4%)

,

General releasIs 32*(23.3%)

Letters and memoS4 46 (33.5%)
.

Conference reports 31 (22.6%)

News releases ' 12 ( 8.7%)

-

Speeches 9 6.5%)

Essays 1 ( .7%)

Total 137-(77.8%)

intended for general

The Feminists WEAL Total

1 4 4.7%) 1 ( 5.5%) 8 ( 4.-6%)

5 (24.1%) 12 (56.6%) 49 (27.8%).

b , 3 (16.6%) 4 49 (27.8%)

0 0 31 (17.6%)

1 4.7%) 0 13 ( 7.4%)

8 (38.0%) 2 (11.1%) 19 (10.8%)

6 (28.5%) , 0 7 ( 4.0%)

21 (12.0%) 18 (10.2%)

4'

/hearing by potentially all members of society.

A "specific public," on the other hand, was defined as d particular indiVidlial oR

' . , .1

,
-.- % f

.
. ,

or group seen as-responsible for, or able to correct, an uffsattsfactory', -

4

situation. A letter sent to a member of the Equal Employment Opportunity .

Commission is one example of a document with an appeal to a specific public.

Docrents of interest to potentially all members of the organization were

classified under the heading of "general member;hip," whereas.the "group

leaders" category included documents addressed specifically to ;those res-
.

ponsiglefor'decision-making and the functioning of the group, such as

board mdhbers; chapter presidents, or comm'ittee members. Table 2 shows

the discourse categorized in terms of the audiences addressed.

-



*Table 2

Distribution of Audience

NOW

V

Brochures . 6 0

General Releases 9 3

4 Letters and Memos '1 14

Conference Reports 11 0

News Releases 12 0

Speèches 0 7

Essays 0 1

Total 39 25

Percentage (%) 28.6 18.3

7

0 0

20 , 0

4 23

15 5

0 0

2 0

0 0

Pie Feminists '

1 0 0 0

5 0 - 0 0

0 0 0 - 0

0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0

8 0 0 0

6 0 0 0

WEAL

OD "0
al.,,

(D- / m
PI H.

1- r
m

c Id

45 28 21 0 0 0

32.8 20.3 100.0

11,

r
m

1.--.
H.
m

i '0 0 '0

8 0 2 2

1 , 1 1 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 2 0 0

0 0 0 0

10 3 3 2

50.5 16.6 16.6 11.1

1 3
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Finelly, t categorized the_discourse accordlng to whether it dealt,'

in part or in sits entirety, with the Equal Rights Amendment. This diari-
,

button is-shown in Table 3.

Discussion
P

An informal survey of the discourse categorizations shows NOW to

be the only group that used all of the seven categories--brochures, genbral

releases, lettert and memos, conference repotts, news releases, speec4s,

0

and es-saysduring the pftase. This finding, combined with the

factjthat NOW generated substantially more discourse during the emergence

Ph'ase (77.8%) ihan hid either WEAL, (10.2%) or The Feminists (12.0%), sup-

ports NOW's self-image as the umbrella group during this phi-se of the

.movement. NOW used quantity of discourse as well as multiple channels to

Itt

distObute that discourse in order to reach as many audiences as possible.

The Feminists, on the other hand, concentrated on reaching outside.publics.

As a relatively small group, extensive formal communicatiOn among ifiemtzers

simply was not needed. Also, the group was extremelit concerned about its, .

autonomy and employed every means possiple poohvoid exploitation and in-

filtration. By not establishing for'smal, written channels of communication,

the group miniTized the amount of material that might leak out to the

press or 'other outsiders. WEAL, in contrast, used predominantly formal media--

in line with its' preference for traditional channels of commun-ication.

With this general orientation in mind, we now can examine in more detatl

the treatment of the Equal Rights Amendment by each of these grOUps.

NOW

Not only was the highest percentage of NOW's discourse congregated

1
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Table 3 ,

Distribution of Discourse Dealing Wi h the ERA

NOW

c4

H.

5

co

.,..

Brochutes 6 0 0 0

General Relea'ses 2 0 2 0

Letters and Memos .0 1 4 3

Conference Reports 0 0 5 2

_News Reldases 0 0 0 0

Speeches 0 0 1 0 d

Essais ....;---- '0 0 0. ,0

Total 8 1 12 5

Percentage 00 20.5 4.0 26.0 18.0

\

The Feminists

0

1

6

0

WEAL

0 . 0 0

0 0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0 0,

2 0 0 .

1 2 0 0

10.0 66.0



in the "letters and memos" cate_ ry, but the
;

course dealing with thp Equ4i Rights Amendment

as well. NOW seemed to be highly concerned with k

proportion of dis-

found in this category

18

informed about its activites and used thichannel

about strategies related to the ERA.

General reports and cc)oference reports were produced i almosi
(

equal amounts by NOW. The majority of the discourse in these two cate-

, gories.was adtiressed to NOW members rather than to outside publics. Se-

ven conference reports mentioned the ERA, while four general releases did

t so. NOW seemed to concentrate, then, on coordinating activitiesikmong

ping its membership

p them informed

members and ensuring the group's own contirion by the ubstantial use
-

of discourse directed to its own membership." In terms of the ERA, NOW

evidently was concerned that its stand on the amendment and its strate-

gies in regard to it be understood by its membership.

All of NOW's brochurese directed to the general public and

all of,these made some mention of the Equal Rights Amendment. NOW clearly

was concerned, during the emergence phase, with more than its dwn inter-

nal affairs and coordination as far as the ERA was concerned. Those cate-

gories, however, in which_di-scourse was directed inward--letters and memos,

general releases, and confererice reports--contained a total of 109 pieces-'

of dixours , while only twenty-eight appeared in the news releases, speeches,

brochures, and essays categories, aimed at reachtng outside publics.. NOW

appear to be primarily concerned, then, with intragroup interaction,

a stan which probably stemmed.from'its desire to serve as the major

feminist organization. Such a goal demanded that the group gain yld hold

a large, active membership:so it is.not surprising tc1.177ihat the' group
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devoted considerable effort to this end. A conclusion that emerges here,

however, is that NOW clearly spent more time discussing ihe Equal Rights

4kAmendment within its ralAs than it did explaining the issues of the A

to.outside publics.
. p

The Feminists

The Feminists did not mention the Equal Rights Amendment in any

'of their discourse produced during the emergence phase, although the con-

dept of equality was an important one to them. That the group did not

deal at all with the Equal Rights Amendment suggests its refusaT to as-

sociaten any way with the existing, male-defined structure in society.

Legislative changes, such as that proposed by the ERA, were viewed as in-

consequential aild even compromising in comparison to the changes women them-

.;

selyes had to make in their relationships to one another -if the ultimate

revolu?in Was to become a reality.

Women's gquity Action League

in tenns of discussing.the Equal Rights Amendment', only one of

WEAL's general releases, d4rected to the general public, dealt with the'

amendment. Both speeches, however, took the'form of,testimony presented

to tha Senate Subcommittee Hearings on the Equal Rights Amendment. This

finding is in line with WEAL's image as a group which devpted its efforts

to reaching those person in positions of promindnce who are capable.of

making changes in the egal structure rather th,an informing the general

public about the n ed for-change.

icAtions for the 'E ual ii.htsAmendment

mination of the discourse of the emergence phase of
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contemporary feminism suggests three general conclusions about the movement

that probably affected, to some degree, the nature of ERA caMpaigns and

the eventual failure of the amendment. First, one cah see evidence of an

ideological confinuum of issues within the women's movement. WEAL stood

at the conservative end of this spectrum, focusing on legal/political

change through institutionalized channels. The Feminists, at the other

extreme, advocated radical changes within the fundamentainstitutions of :

society. NOW, on the other,hand, functioned as a moderate feminist group,

and served as a fadlitator fOr the movement as a whole. Each group, then,

different -themesandto__fulflthiliffErent_func_tion.s_-______________

for the movement, a structure which suggests that movement hoped to avoid

the mistakes of.the suffrage pliase. The suffragists, who.confined their

efforts to a single goal--the Vote--diSintegrated, for all intents and pur-
,

poses, once suffrage was obtained (O'Neill, 1969:266-68). The contemporary

movdment-, in contrast, gathered a variety of issues and tactics under its

banner. .Thus the Equal Rights Amendment, rather than being singled out

for attention, was but one of many concerns. This strategy, though useful

to thp stability and maintenance of the movement asda wh may have been

detrimental to the passage of the ERA, since it did not receive the emphasis .

it needed for passage. Perhaps in future campaigns, some prioritization

of issues is needed in order.to achieve-major goals such as that of the.

Equal Rights Amendment.

A second xonclusion relates directly to the little attention given

the ERA in'the discourse of the emergence phase. The ERA was a major goal

of the movement,Ispite the multi-issue orientation. Yet, this status

was not apparent from the amount of discdurse devoted to the ERA. In
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addition, much of this discourse was directed internally to group members

r)ther than to outside publics. The movement seemed to assume that the

ERA would have no difficulty passingAt seem logical to movement parti.--

-cipants and as a result, little thought was given to selling it to out-

siders. This attitude seemed to prevail despite the fact that a fight

over whether or h to endorse the ERA had reached crisis proportions at

NOW's second national convention, and despite the knowledge that efforts

to pass the ERA had been unsuccessful since 1923. The movement seemingly

.
ignored its early history as well, ashe dissension and internal resis-

, tance within e m or-

could have signalled with some accuracy the degree of resistance the amend-

ment would meet cidtside. V.

The lack of caution over how to present the ERA also nay have been

cOmpounded by the natural tendency of ocial movements to move toward in-

creasingly radical positions. As feminism progressed through its 'emergence

phase,'.its goals began to shift toward The Feminists' end of the spectrum.

For exampl , wher WEAL had been uncomfortable at first with abortion-on-

demand and witti a national system of child care, these became' platforms which

it came to support. As another example of this process, NOW once had re-

fused to deal with the lesbian issue and, as noted earlier, atone time

debated about whether or not to support the ERA. Again, these became ac-

cepted concerns for NOW,by the end of the emergence phase.

A major reason propo'sed for this move toward radicalization is

the Oresence of the media. Berg argues that in a" ffort to gain atten-

tion, any social movement must seek out,the media--and even stage media

events or engage in radical behavior in order to' attract media attention.

tl
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1

Messages-designed,initially only for media impact, though, often have a

self-persuasive effect:

If, therefore,someone is led by the requirements of media access
4

to ar ula'te a position more radical than . . . private belief,,,

the person's belief structure could be expected to move in the

same direction. This,may accOunt at least in part, for mhat ap-

pears in recent years to have been the progressive,radicalizaticin

of a number of individuals, groups, and movemen,ts (Berg, 1972:263).

.*

J.While such radicalization may have been acceptable if not desirdby the`'

movement as a whole, its participants needed consider more carefuTly

\ theimnge such radicaliion would create and how this image would im-

pact on the acceptance of feminist issues. A third conclusion, then,

from this study is that the movement failed to take into account how

its increasingly radical positions would damage its ability to secure

passage of the Equal Rights Amendment.

.Several factors, then, 'thin the emergence phase, seemed to be

4

contributing factors to the d feat of:the ERA: (1) the desire to avoid

a singte-issue ientation; (2) the assumption of easy passage; and (3)

. the increasing radicalizationof ihe movement. If an Equal Rights Amend-

ment ever.is to be ratified, participants in the women's mosvement will

need to look critically at and to a dress these-factors, And to.do so

in a way that rectifies these miStakes the next time around.

, All of the questions raised by the defeat of the Equal Rights

Amendment cannot, of course, be understood by studying the emergence phase

of feminism. Also needed are studies of the movement from 1970 to 1982'

in order to determine how ERA strategies evolved and developed from the



movement's beginnings as I have described them here.. Future studies of

this ty)De may well give cause for modification, qualification, or elabora-

tion on the conclusions draw* here. Until such investigation of other

stages in the woMen's movement are made, however, any conclusions drawn

are only teniative. Even so, this study is uSeful to social'movement

critics on several levels. First, it provides a comprehensive compile-

.,

tion of the discourse of the emergence phase of the women's movement--

data now available to others to make uSe of in a variety of ways. In

addition, it suggests a method for studying the stages of a social move-

ment, an often difficult and overwhelming task. Finally, this study of-
,

fers an initial assesSment of the movement's strategies in regard to the

Equal Rights Amendment upon which further studies can build.

2 7
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FOOTNOTES

'An earlier draft of this paper was presented at the National

Women's Studies Association conference, Aecata, Califormra, June 1982.

It is based on the author's doctoral dissertation, "Ideological Mani-

festations in the Discourse of Contemporary Feminism," University of

Iowa, 1976.

1The stages of a social movement have been described in many ways

by social movement reseirchers and critics. A classic formulation is

that proposed bY King (1953), AO described the internal stages of a so-
,

Zia-emovement as follows: (1) conducive background circumstandes; (2)

the incipient phase; (3) the organizational phase; and (4) the stable

phase. Rosenwasster (1974) described the stages in the growth of the wo-

men's movement specifically, categorizing them as: (1) genesis and im-

petus; (2) action and reaction; (3) converston and change; (4) revision

and solidification; and (5) success and silence. I prefer to conceptualize

the stages of a movement as: (1) emergence; (2) legitimation; and"(3)

institutionalization. Lsee the emergence phase as encompassing King's

organizational phase, but see the stable,phase as consisting of two

parts. In the first part--legitimation--the movement begins to receive

positive coverage by the media and societal acknowledgment of its exist-

ence. In the institutionalization phase, the movement becomes a recognized

social group within the system,,rather than a group fighting against the
4

system. In other words, its ideas become so accepted by society at large

that it adopts many of the system's practices, no longer receive media

coverage as a deviant group, and essentially becomes respectable.

2See, for example, the'New York Times editorial, August 28, 1970,

4

p. 24.

),
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3
For this analysis, I Collected every piece of discourse I could

'locate for each of the groups during the emergence phase. The primary

source for this material was the Women's Collection, Special Collections,

at the Noithwestern University Library, Evanston, Illinois. Secondary

sourcesnewspapers, books, and periodicals--provided .general information

. about the groups studied and their activities, as well as supplying addi-

tional pieces of discourse.
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